
ON TAP

DARLEENS DRAUGHT [473ML DRAFT, 4.8% ABV] 13

LAGER (Rocky Ridge Brewing Co, WA)
This simple and satisfying lager, brewed to the standards expected of the Rocky Ridge brewers, is crisp, dry and

light but boasts an well-judged balance of Australian hops and malts with sound lagering time applied. Some gentle,

grassy hop character is present but a restrained 18 IBU allows a clean and simple light lager base to flourish.

HERETIC SPARKLING RASPBERRY [473ML DRAFT, 5%ABV] 14
SELTZER (Deschutes Brewery ; Bend, USA)

Heretic only uses real fruit here and no “natural flavourings”. Because they use real fruit, this has some colour

and haze, like fruit juice. No added sugar. Naturally gluten free.

SALT AND LIME LAGER [473ML DRAFT, 4.7% abv] 14
LAGER (Stone Brewing Co; San Diego, USA)
This Baja-inspired lager is the perfect companion. Brewed with just the right amount of lime and sea salt,
It’s everything a lager should be - crisp, refreshing and full of flavour.

FRESH SQUEEZED IPA [473ml DRAFT, 6.4% abv]                                                                                    15

IPA (Deschutes Brewery; Bend, USA)

Juicy sweet hop aromas of grapefruit and passionfruit. Hops carry through a muffin like malt character

rounding out this full flavoured IPA.

WHITE CHOCOLATE [250ML DRAFT, 14.8%] 16

BARREL-AGED WHEATWINE (The Bruery; Placentia, USA)

A tasteful treatment of cacao nibs and hand-prepared vanilla beans award the golden waves of this

wheat wine-style ale subtle savoriness reminiscent of white chocolate. Notes of coconut, honey, caramel

and vanilla intertwined seamlessly in this bourbon barrel-aged treat.



BEER

SALT AND LIME LAGER [355ML CAN, 4.7% abv] 12
LAGER (Stone Brewing Co; San Diego, USA)
This Baja-inspired lager is the perfect companion. Brewed with just the right amount of lime and sea salt,
It’s everything a lager should be - crisp, refreshing and full of flavour.

DELICIOUS IPA [355ml can, 7.7% abv] 13
IPA (Stone Brewing Co; San Diego, USA)
Crafted to reduce gluten, this citrus forward and bitter beer has a magnificent lemon candylike
flavour and hop spice.

BOONT AMBER ALE [355ml can, 5.8% abv] 13
AMBER ALE (Anderson Valley Brewing Co; Boonsville, USA)
A deep copper hue, with a slight caramel sweetness and herbal spicy bitterness. Crisp and clean finish,
with hints of sun toasted grain, toffee and fruity esters compliment the mellow, noble hop aroma.

JUICIER THAN THOU [437ML CAN, 6% ABV] 15
NEIPA (Heretic Brewing Co; San Diego, USA)
By adding delicious mango and a bit of creamy lactose (milk sugar), this hazy beer is full of juicy
hops and juicy tropical fruit.

BREAKFAST STOUT [355ML BTL, 8.3% ABV] 16
CHOCOLATE & COFFEE STOUT (Founders Brewing Co; Grand Rapids, USA)
The coffee lover’s consummate beer. Brewed with an abundance of flaked oats, bitter and imported chocolates,
and two types of coffee, this stout has an intense fresh roasted java nose topped with a frothy, cinnamon-colored
head that goes forever.

CARAMEL MOO-CHIATO [473ml can, 6% abv] 16
MILK STOUT (Heretic Brewing Co; Fairfield, USA)
Roasty with creamy sweetness, with a rich smoothness. A perfect balance of dark and sweet.



GOSES ARE RED [473ml can, 5.6% abv] 17
GOSE STYLE (The Bruery; Placentia, USA)
A stylish, funky, crisp and tart ale. Refreshing with a spicing of coriander and a light saltiness to
complement the tartness.

MISCHIEF [473ML CAN, 8.5% abv] 18

HOPPY BELGIAN ALE (The Bruery; Placentia, USA)

This wickedly good golden ale is fiendishly dry-hopped to add a layer of complexity to its fruity, crisp

Belgian-style character. Citrus and resin aromas combine with notes of ripe melon, pear, and a slight peppery spice

in our winner of the Gold Medal - 2016 Great American Beer Festival, American-Belgo-Style Ale

ESCAPE WEST COAST IPA [473ml can, 7.1% abv] 18
IPA (Offshoot Brewing Co; Placentia, USA)
Clean, crisp and clear, this concoction submerges the senses with notes of tropical passionfruit,
grapefruit zest and pine.

ALL THE COWS [473ML CAN, 13.7% ABV] 35
PASTRY IMPERIAL STOUT (The Bruery; Placentia,USA)
All The Cows pours a thick jet black with aromas of rich dark berries and cherry with a hint of bourbon and vanilla.
Vanilla also shines through the in the palette; a creamy mouthfeel carries rich berry notes, followed
by a semi-sweet finish interlaced with bourbon notes from the barrel.



WHITES

HALF               FULL

Querciabella | Mongrana Bianco (2020) 37                 74

(Tuscany, Italy)

On the nose, it is finely balanced, opening with hints of citrus and tangy yellow fruit accompanied by elegant

floral notes. The Mediterranean character of the wine is announced by herbal notes of rosemary and thyme and

is further enhanced by its refreshing saline quality.

Schloss Vollrads | Edition - Riesling (2019) 45                 89

(Oestrich-Winkel, Germany)

So pleasant on the nose, one could perceive honey, crispy Fuji apples and the sweet nectar that is still

hanging on the flower. The sweetness is subtle with a good amount of acidity completing the structure.

Every year the staff of Schloss Vollrads votes this wine as the staff's favourite in a blind tasting.

Domaine Valentin Zusslin  |  Alsace Gewurztraminer - Bollenberg (2019) 96

(Alsace, France)
Perfectly aromatic on the nose, with lychee, spicy and floral notes. With a mineral freshness and finesse.

Rich, full-bodied and silky texture.

Nicolas Joly  |  Savennières - Les Vieux Clos (2015) 173

(Loire, France)
Golden, rich and complex. Intense aromas of matured fruits and minerality.

Pear, citrus and honey on the nose. Very textural and great length.

Ridge Estate | Chardonnay (2019) 182

(California, USA)
Pale, sun-bleached straw colour with aromas of fresh lemon zest, green apple, wet stone, and honeysuckle flowers.

Creamy texture on the palate with juicy acidity, notes of salinity, and citrus blossom and pineapple on the finish.



REDS
HALF               FULL

Domaine Saint - CYR  |  Beaujolais Rouge-La Galoche - Gamay (2020) 43                 85

(Beaujolais, France)
Fresh and juicy, with big wild strawberry and raspberry notes. Lively and to the point.

Lucien Muzard & Fils  |  Santenay 1er Cru "Maladiere" Red (2016) 145

(Burgundy, France)
Full and ripe, this is a rich wine. Its structure is well embedded in the generous red fruits while the

wood ageing shows a touch of smokiness.

Ridge Estate | Cabernet Sauvignon (2018) 206

(California, USA)
Saturated purple colour with notes of black cherry, chai spice, chaparral and toasted oak. Bramble fruit on the palate with

supple tannins, herbal forest character and a long finish.

Amarone Della Valpolicella (2016) 217

(Veneto, Italy)
With an intense ruby red to purple appearance, this wine has a pronounced nose of fruit cake, plum, vanilla, dried

sultana and raisin. The palate is vigorous yet well-balanced structure with a lovely acidity persistent with tasted touches.

Le Potazzine | Brunello di Montalcino (2013) 260

(Tuscany, Italy)
This wine plays its cards very close to the chest. With a little extra time in the glass, it opens slowly to reveal wild berry,

blueberry, bitter almond, licorice and dried rose petal. There are mild highlights of smoke or ash. Fermented with

indigenous yeast, the wine ages in large oak casks for three years.



SAKE

180ML    720ML

TOYOBIJIN JUNMAI GINJO 21          83

Toyobijin is most well-known for being the protege of Juyondai. He makes a similar brew to the renowned

brewery, but for a fraction of the price. Alluring aromas of ripe melons and flowers with a luscious finish.

YUZUSHU BY MIYAKABIJIN 104

The secret to a good yuzu sake is a good base sake, and we've picked an exceptional one. This is

made yamahai-style - an old-fashioned, time-consuming method that is full of character. Added with

a delicious yuzu juice for that perfect tart-sweet rustic finish.

SHINOMINE | BLANC | JUNMAI DAIGINJO 110

Tetsuya Sakai was a winemaker with Grace Winery in Yamanashi before working his way up his wife's

sake brewery. Peachy and tropical aromas on the nose, textural and off-dry finish. Best in a wine glass.

KATSUYAMA | KEN | JUNMAI GINJO 129

Katsuyama was established in 1688 to serve the feudal lords of the Sendai Domain.

A benchmark sake, it is fruity & floral on entry but finishes with a satisfying off-dry umami finish.



IPPAKUSUISEI JDG ‘PREMIUM’ 152

The “Noujou Project” is a rice study group established in Gojome by Fukurokuju Shuzo in Akita.

The best rice is made into their ‘Premium’ brew. Smooth and gentle umami.

KATSUYAMA | DEN | JUNMAI DAIGINJO 232

Almost impossible to find a better Junmai Daiginjo with the same ROI. Fruity aromas with distinct and

rich umami flavours. An exemplary brew.



NON ALCOHOLIC

Homemade In Small Batches: 15

CEYLON BLACK TEA | CALIFORNIAN RAISINS | GULA MELAKA

ALPHONSO MANGO | AGED MANDARIN PEEL

FERMENTED HONEY | YUZU | TOASTED PANDAN

MORELLO CHERRY | VIETNAMESE COFFEE

Kombucha: 11

STARTER CULTURE | SINGAPORE | CHRYSANTHEMUM KOMBUCHA 250ML

STARTER CULTURE | SINGAPORE | LAPSANG SOUCHONG KOMBUCHA 250ML


